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CM Truck Beds Introduces New AL RS Model

Providing a durable all aluminum body at a great price point, CM Truck Beds introduces the
new AL RS. This new model is an aluminum work truck body that comes standard with superior
features.

Kingston, OK (PRWEB) February 17, 2016 -- CM Truck Beds is proud to introduce the new AL RS Truck Bed
Model. Providing a durable all aluminum body at a great price point, CM’s AL RS is a work truck body that
comes standard with superior features.

CM Truck Beds’ AL RS is an all-aluminum truck bed designed to handle the heaviest loads. This new truck bed
model features LED lighting, extruded aluminum floors, and rub rails on the outside for multiple tie points
while utilizing the OEM hitch. It is also stronger, lighter, and anti-corrosive when placed under harsh elements.

Additionally, this truck bed also comes standard with an angled fuel fill, 3” extruded aluminum crossmembers,
rear bed corners tapered for maximized turning radius, 3 ½ by 3 ½ headache tube rack that allow protection for
its cargo, industry leading structural channel frame runners, and more.

CM Truck Beds is the household name for truck bodies and has been building household factory beds for more
than 20 years. Their dedication and loyalty to producing only the best body haulers have made them the most
highly recommended truck bed manufacturer in the country. Standing by their reputation but always looking to
the future, CM Truck Beds is proud to stand behind their battle tested haulers.

For more information about CM Truck Beds, visit their website at http://www.cmtruckbeds.com
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Contact Information
April Barnard
Big Tex Trailers, Inc.
http://www.bigtextrailers.com
+1 9035750300 Ext: 2118

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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